CHAPTER I
THE IMPORTANCE OF MARATHA HISTORY
it may be well to state at the outset in a concise form what
is the moral import of the story we have to narrate, and why
such a prominent place is claimed for the history of the Maratha
Confederacy above all other similar narratives of many native
dynasties and powers with a longer pedigree and a more chequered
career. There are many who think that there can be no parti-
cular moral significance in the story of the rise and fall of a free-
booting power, which thrived by plunder and adventure, and suc-
ceeded only because it was the most cunning and adventurous
among all those who helped to dismember the great Moghul
Empire after the death of Aurangzeb.   This is a very common
feeling with the readers, who derive their knowledge of these events
solely from the works of English historians. Even Mr. Grant Duff
has given his support to the view that "the turbulent predatory
spirit of the Hindus of Maharashtra, though smothered for a time,
' had its latent embers stirred by the contentions of their Mahome-
dan conquerors, till, like the parched grass kindled amid the forests
of the Sahyadri mountains, they burst forth in spreading flame,
and men afar off wondered at the conflagration".   If this view of
the historian be correct, it may fairly be urged that there is nothing
in the narrative which can be described as having a moral signi-
ficance useful for all time. The sequel of this narrative will* how-
ever, it is hoped, furnish grounds which will lead the historical
student of Modern India to the conclusion that such a view is
inconsistent with facts, and that the mistake is of a sort which
renders the whole story unintelligible. Any one who sees no distinc-
tion between the great leaders who helped in the work of building
up the Maratha Confederacy and the careers of Hyder and Tipu
in Mysore, of Nizam-ul-Mulk at Hyderabad, Suja-ud-oula in Oudh,
Alivardikhan in Bengal, Ranjitsingh in the Punjab and SurajmaH
in Bharatpur, will never be able to occupy the correct stand-point
of vision from which this history must be studied, and he will
fail to understand its real import as signally as any native student,
who tried to account for the British ascendency in India by credit-
ing the whole success to the adventurous spirit of Clive or the
diplomacy of Hastings, forgetting all the while that this adventure
and diplomacy only achieved success because they were backed up
by the resolution and persistence and resources of the great British
nation. Freebooters and adventurers never succeed in building up
empires, which last for generations &nd permanently alto the poll-

